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Annotation

We would like to thank the reviewers for fruitful comments as they draw out attention to aspects that can be
(better) answered by the used methods but somehow were off our radar.

As a couple of figures have been added (and one table has been replaced) we would like to note that the references
in this reply belong to the old numbering.

Additionally we ereased the section about low latitudes since we noticed that the different longitudes contribute
very unevenly to the MLT bins here. In case that reviewers’ comments to that section have been answered before,
we included the answers. Further explanation is given in a spectial section that reads:

1. Why is the SAA not evenly smeared out over all longitudes?

If we would take a look at the footpoints of a solar-synchronous satellite in local time we would see that it always
crosses a particular latitude e.g. the equator at one particular local time in ascending mode (and another, at the
equator 12 hours later, in descending mode). At high latitudes it crosses 12 local time zones on a few latitudes, but
still, the next orbit will exactly match the first (except if the orbit moves, which also happens to the POES/METOP
satellites, but on longer time scales). Looking at the footpoints of the same satellite in MLT changes quite a bit.
Given that the MLT zones are based on magnetic latitude and the magnetic poles being shifted, it means that
the MLT-footpoints especially in high latitudes differ significantly from one orbit to the next. Due to the POES
inclination of 98.5 degrees the satellite may at maximum reach the northern magnetic pole. The southern magnetic
pole however, may not only be reached but even passed.

Thus there are two options how the MLT during an orbit may develop in the southern hemisphere: If the
satellite’s longitude is far from the magnetic pole the orbit will not pass the magnetic pole and the MLT will
gradually increase by 12 hours till it reaches the equator in ascending mode again. Let us call this “ascending
MLT”. In the other case (“descending MLT”), the southern magnetic pole will be passed and the magnetic local
time zones will be flown through in the opposite direction, decreasing MLT by 12 hours till reaching the equator
in ascending mode again. Since the southern magnetic pole is somewhat south of Australia a significant fraction of
the orbits passing it will cross the SAA in descending mode (but not in ascending mode). The opposite is true for
the ascending MLT path, which includes a significant fraction of orbits that pass the SAA in ascending mode.

In case multiple satellite are used this does not affect high latitudes, but in low latitudes the situation is different.
Since the satellites are crossing the equator at two specific local times (for ascending and descending mode, being
just slightly broader in MLT), MLT coverage at the equator is limited to these points. They however may be
reached in ascending mode (or left in descending mode) by ascending or descending MLT paths. In Fig. 1, top right
(or bottom right) the equator is crossed at six different smeared out MLTs. While the ones on the left (13, 17 -two
satellites- and 21 MLT) represent the descending mode, the ones on the right (1, 5 and 9 MLT) are in ascending
mode.
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The ascending MLT path now connects e.g. the low flux right edge of the 21 MLT equatorial crossing with the
high flux (SAA) left edge of the 9 MLT equatorial crossing. The descending MLT path on the other side connects
e.g. the high flux (SAA) left edge of the 21 MLT equatorial crossing with the low flux right edge of the 9 MLT
equatorial crossing.

In sum the ascending and descending MLT paths cause the left edge of an equatorial crossing to be affected
by the SAA, while the right edge is not. Any MLT analysis of low latitudes based on POES/MEPED will suffer
from the fact that the longitudes contribute very unevenly to the MLT zones. This hampers a flux analysis in
low latitudes. In high latitudes however this effects gets counterbalanced by broader MLT coverage and multiple
satellites.

Reviewer 1 (Comments)

The paper uses POES and METOP data to evaluate how the precipitation of protons and electrons varies with
magnetic local time during both isolated substorms and in the absence of substorm activity. Data collected during
the declining phase of cycle 23 has been used, and measurements from multiple energy channels evaluated. Overall
this is an interesting piece of work and generally well written. The introduction and motivation in particular is very
well thought out.

1. Comment

My major concern for the paper is that one of the authors
main results, the Kp (or lack of) dependence of proton
and electron precipitation, is discussed in the abstract
as well as the summary section, but any figure actually
showing this has been omitted from the paper. While an
indication is given in table 2, this is difficult to assimi-
late and results considering different Kp bins need to be
presented as a figure for this result to be claimed.

Reply: The reviewer is right, that table 2 is just
an “indication” of the Kp dependency that we noticed.
However, it already pointed out what we now elaborated
in more detail. As all channels and various Kp level had
to be analyzed, it was now necessary to write an auto-
mated auroral oval detection algorithm for APEX 110 km
latitude or MLT locations of the auroral oval or its flux
maximum and minimum. The routine determines the
maximum flux for each MLT-bin within the typical au-
roral latitude range. This results in a preliminary auro-
ral oval. Then the latitudinal differences between MLT-
predecessor and successor are determined and in case of
large outliers a point is assumed to be a spike in the data
and replaced by the next biggest flux-bin in that MLT
zone. In case that more than 7 points have to be replaced
for a auroral oval the according channel-Kp set is ne-
glected. In sum this ends up in a well-working detection
algorithm for the auroral oval and allows us to find its
minimum and maximum flux, or their ratio. A sample
output is given in the following figure.
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The gray dots represent the position of the auroral
oval. The green (9 MLT) and black (20 MLT) dots indi-
cate maximum and minimum of the auroral oval, respec-
tively. All locations have been cross-checked manually.
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Auroral oval asymmetry decreasing with Kp

TED electron band 4
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Auroral oval asymmetry increasing with Kp

TED electron band 11

2.1-3.1 keV

TED electron band 14

6.5-9.5 keV

mep0e1-e2

30-100 keV

mep0e2-e3

100-300 keV

TED proton band 11

2.1-3.1 keV
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30-80 keV
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Auroral oval asymmetry varies with Kp

TED proton band 8

688-1000 eV

TED proton band 14

6.5-9.5 keV

mep0P2

80-240 keV

mep0P3

240-800 keV

The next figure is based on these findings and presents
the ratio between maximum and minimum auroral oval
flux (or in other words the asymmetry of the oval) de-
pending on Kp-level for every channel separately. Ac-
tually the channels have been grouped by their Kp de-
pendency. The upper panel shows the 2 lowest electron
channels and the lowest proton channel which all have a
declining flux asymmetry with increasing Kp. The 6-6.7
Kp-bin is enhanced here, but we should keep in mind that
this levels are occurring rarely and may suffer from bad
statistics.
The middle panel shows all particle channels that have an
increasing flux asymmetry with Kp, as they are: all re-
maining electron channels and the proton channels TED
band 11 and mep0P1.
The lowest panel gives the flux asymmetry dependencies
of the remaining proton channels that are less distinct.
It seems that there is a domain change at about 3.3 Kp,
since the asymmetry of TED proton band 14 and mep0P2
has a negative correlation below 3.3 and a positive one
above. For the channels TED proton band 8 and mep0P3

the relationship is opposite.

All these findings are based on the whole period in-
cluding all (no-) substorm conditions.
Another aspect that was mentioned in table 2 is how
the asymmetry depends on substorms. The next figure
presents this relation in more detail. Since an 8 year
period does not contain enough values for substorms in
rare Kp-levels we neglected the Kp-level here and com-
pared isolated substorm to no-substorm periods.
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Auroral oval asymmetry: with/without substorms (Kp 0-9)

MLT min

MLT max
Isolated Substorm

MLT min

MLT max
No Substorm

Except for TED electron band 4 (where there is no
significant difference between substorm and no-substorm
periods) all other channels have an increased auroral
oval asymmetry during isolated substorms. The numbers
above and below the marked flux ratio indicate the MLT
location of the minimum (below) and maximum (above).
We can identify that the maximum flux during a sub-
storm shifts to the midnight sector (if not already there
in no-substorm periods) e.g. for mep0e1-e2, TED proton
band 4 and 14.
For TED electron band 4 and 8 (as well as TED proton
band 8 and 11) the substorm enhancement is also seen in
the night sector, but it does not overshoot the dayside flux
(see Figures 2 and 3), while the substorm enhancement
in the night-sector of mep0e2-e3 is in the same order as
the 9–12 MLT flux.
The asymmetry in both, the electron and the proton spec-
trum shows a local minimum in middle TED channels
(TED electron band 8 and proton band 11) as well as
a local maximum at higher energies (TED electron band
14 or mep0e1-e2 for electron and mep0P1 or mep0P2
for protons). At even higher energies the asymmetry de-
clines again.
This information has been added to the paper. Sections
have been restructured accordingly. Given that the new
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figures are more detailed than the previous table, the table
will be omitted.

2. Comment

Line 19, section 1, discusses how the SML index was used
to define the substorm onsets. While the reviewer agrees
that SML is a good choice to define substorm onsets, per-
haps the authors could elaborate on why SML was used
instead of the AE index as in the Reeves et al., 2003
study.

Reply: The link between AE and SML now is ex-
plained in more detail. The paragraph now reads: The
occurrence of substorms depends on the orientation of
the interplanetary magnetic field (Reeves et al., 2003).
As shown in Reeves et al. (2003) these external solar
wind parameters subsequently impact the magnetic field
on the ground and are represented in the Auroral Elec-
trojet (AE) index. Auroral Electrojet indices AE=AU-
AL are a good proxy of the global auroral power, where
AU and AL are the upper and lower components of AE,
which means the largest and smallest values of the H
component among 12 magnetic stations (Davis und Sug-
iura, 1966). AU represents the strength of the eastward
electrojet, while AL represents the westward electrojet.
Consequently AL seems to be the index which best corre-
sponds to westward intensification of the auroral current
aka substorm activity. Prior to substorm onset, AL in-
dex is typically small in magnitude, with the contributing
station near dawn, whereas during substorm onset, the
station contributing to the lower envelope is usually in
the dusk sector under the auroral expansion. However,
due to the limited spatial coverage of the 12 magnetome-
ter stations the auroral expansion can be missed, which
means that this index does not always reflect the onset
(Gjerloev et al., 2004). The use of SuperMAG SML, an
index derived likewise to the AE but based on all available
magnetometer stations (typically more than 100) at these
latitudes, considerably improves the detection of substorm
onsets (Newell und Gjerloev, 2011). Thus we use the
SML index in this study to define substorm onsets.

3. Comment

In section 3, line 11-12 reads “the SAA allows ener-
getic particles in the radiation belt to reach altitudes
low enough to be reached by the satellites orbit”. Con-
sidering that the authors are solely using the T0 flux
measured by POES and METOP, Figure 1 in Rodger
et al. (2010) would suggest that, even over the SAA, the
T0 measured flux is still precipitating.

Reply: Comparing Figure 1 in Rodger et al. (2010)
to the upper panel of our Fig. 1 (in geographic coordi-
nates) we can see that the SAA region (between 280 and

360 degrees East and -45 to 0 degrees North) covers a
mix of all populations. The central part of the SAA is
even located in the yellow area labled with “trapped+drift
loss cone+bounce loss cone”. In so far we disagree with
the reviewer and conclude that the T0 flux measured in
the SAA is not precipitating in total since it also contains
a fraction of the trapped particles. As the following sen-
tence reads “Thus the high flux values are not necessar-
ily connected to high particle precipitation.” we already
tried to mention that. However, to point that out, we
now added the following sentence: “According to Rodger
et al. (2010: Fig. 1) the particle population in the SAA
consists of particles precipitating in bounce and drift loss
cone as well as trapped particles.”

4. Comment

In Figures 2, 3, and 4, as well as in the text, could the dif-
ferent energy channels be referred to by the energy range
covered rather than the channel name? This would make
the results easier to interpret without constantly flicking
back to table 1.

Reply: We agree with the reviewer that it might be
helpful to give the energy ranges in every figure. However
there are some caveats about the energy ranges that need
to be mentioned: a) Some channels suffer from degra-
dation. This mostly holds for the MEPED proton chan-
nels and is a result of structural defects caused by the
impinging particles. On the long run it causes an energy
shift (to higher particles energies) since less electron-hole
pairs are produced per deposited particle energy. Conse-
quently the mentioned energy ranges are nominal ranges.
Further details on degradation of the MEPED channels
can be found in e.g. Asikainen et al. (2012). b) For at
least one channel the energy range seems to be doubtful as
NOAA describes the same detectors in two technical doc-
uments with divergent ranges for mep0P2: 80–240 keV in
(Evans und Greer, 2006) and the same channel in Green
(2013): 80–250 keV. The electron channels also have dif-
ferent ranges as Green (2013) lacks an upper threshold
energy. But since we subtract the electron channels in
order to get differential channels this does not matter in
our case anyway.
We added the nominal energy range to all figures and
added a note about the possible degradation.

5. Comment

When discussing figure 2 in section 4, point c and d men-
tion that the noon sector flux decreases during a sub-
storm. Could the authors speculate on why this is?

Reply: We added the following information: “The
noon sector flux decreases most probably because dayside
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particle precipitation occurs often during northward ori-
entated IMF which is not usual for substorms.”

6. Comment

When discussing Figure 3, the first point claims that
protons also show an equatorial movement of the main
precipitation zone with increasing particle energy. More
direction to this in the figure is required here for the
reader as I do not see this.

Reply: The following figure presents the dependency
of the latitude of the main precipitation zone to the par-
ticle energy.
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The figure has been derived by the auroral oval deter-
mination method discussed before and displays the lat-
itude of maximum auroral oval flux. Except for some
outliers, most of them belonging to TED proton band 4
during high Kp levels (> 6), the graphs show a clear equa-
torial dislocation with increasing energy. The 110 km
APEX latitudinal range at a specific Kp-level is about
10◦ for electrons and 12-16◦ for protons. This disloca-
tion however appears to be stepwise: TED electron band
4 and 8 are on the same latitude as well as TED electron
band 14, mep0e1-e2 and mep0e2-e3 share the same lati-
tude. For protons TED proton band 4, 8 and 11 are on
one latitude and the higher particle energies mep0P1 and
mep0P2 are colocated. This implies that these particles
origin from the same souce region.
Every color graph represents the spectral location of the
main precipitation zone for a certain Kp-range. Thus we
can infer that increased geomagnetic disturbance (high
Kp-values) causes a dislocation of up to about 8◦ towards
the equator.
Concerning the outliers in TED proton band 4, for low
Kp-values there is a clear flux maximum at noon, which
is located at rather high latitudes (compare Fig. 2). At
high Kp, the MLT asymmetry declines and then flips.
Consequently the maximum flux for high Kp-levels is not
in the day-sector and thus at significantly lower latitudes.
This information has been added to the paper.

7. Comment

The second point made when discussing Figure 3 was
that there is a second auroral oval. This is then stated
to be an artefact of the MLT binning. Could the authors
add further explanation to justify this here?

Reply: We added a figure tha shows the APEX
latitude and longitude. This figure nicely shows that the
double auroral structure is on the same latitude as the
drift loss cone. Also further explanation has been added.
The following information now is included: “Figure 1
shows the TED proton band 11 in geographic coordinates
(top row) and modified APEX 110 km coordinates (bot-
tom row). The left column shows latitude against longi-
tude while the right column shows latitude against MLT.
No selection according to Kp-level or substorm intensity
has been made, while all available data from METOP 2
and POES 15, 16, 17 and 18 for the years 2001–2008 has
been included. This allows a spatial resolution of 3.75 de-
grees longitude (or 15 min MLT). Please note that latter
figures show a reduced longitudinal resolution of 15 de-
grees (or 1 h MLT) only to avoid statistical noise in e.g
isolated substorms periods.”
and
“Figure 1 (top, right) shows the same data on a geo-
graphic latitude vs. MLT grid. As the auroral oval is
not visible as an oval any more but mixes up local time
differences and the latitudinal variations that can already
be seen in Fig. 1 (top, left).”
and
“Switching to magnetic modified APEX 110 km coordi-
nates (see Fig 1, bottom, left) straightens the auroral oval
and mostly removes the longitudinal dependence except
for the SAA and the drift loss cone in the South of the
SAA. Consequently we can replace the APEX longitude
by MLT (see Fig. 1, bottom, right). Features that de-
pend on magnetic local time now become visible and the
auroral oval itself does not show a hemispheric depen-
dence. The SAA and the drift loss cone, however, are
now smeared out and still produce a hemispheric asym-
metry. The drift loss cone that is located at a distinct
modified APEX 110 km longitudinal range even appears
as an double auroral structure at the same latitude but
covering all longitudes. Which of course is an artifact of
this kind of MLT binning.”
In addition several references to the figure have been up-
dated.

8. Comment

In the text, table 3 is not discussed or explained. Per-
haps it is not needed? Otherwise the relevance needs to
be discussed.

Reply: The table is now referenced in the text.
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Typo

Additionally, there are a number of typographical errors
in the manuscript:

Page 4, line 3: “furtunately”,
Reply: Corrected.

Typo

Page 4, line 15: “trapped particles in low altitudes”
should be “at low altitudes”.

Reply: Assuming that latitudes are meant we cor-
rected the wrong preposition throughout the manuscript.

Typo

Page 4, Line 25: “mainly located in about 110 km alti-
tude” should be “at about 110 km...”.

Reply: Corrected.

Typo

Page 4, Line 34: you have not defined the QD acronym
- please write out quasi-dipole.

Reply: The acronym has been added were the quasi-
dipole system is introduced.

Typo

Spelling of “avoid” throughout the manuscript is wrong.
Reply: Corrected.

Typo

Page 5, line 20: “independend”.
Reply: Corrected to “independent”.

Typo

Page 6, line 29: “Substorm depended precipitation...”
Reply: Corrected.

Reviewer 2 (Comments)

(We reordered the reviewer’s comments to allow more structured answering.)
The paper describes electron and proton differential number flux 1/(m2-s-sr-MeV- according to the figure labels)

measured in various energy channels by detectors on POES and METOP from 2001-2008 in the radial direction away
from Earth for electrons and 9 degrees from that in protons. It presents the results of these by field line mapped
latitude at 110 km altitude and by magnetic local time (MLT) for non-sub-storm times and isolated sub-storms.
It also makes mention of comparisons to geomagnetic activity (Kp), but does not present any data in this regard.
The data in the paper could have potential contributions to the field with additional work and resubmission.

At a very minimum these two major issues need to be addressed: the data and results need to be presented
within the proper context (a useful review of the TED energy range precipitation is in by Frey, 2007), and a more
precise description of what is presented/covered in the paper is required.

Until the paper is reworked into the proper context, it is difficult to determine whether the conclusions are
significant (currently they are not), how important the contribution is, or if the length of the paper is adequate.
The language is mostly fluent, but does need to be made more precise in ways, as mentioned. The figures are
of adequate size, although the text in them is too small in some cases. The presentation is clear and organized,
although missing the context for appropriate organization.

1. Comment

The data itself is a contribution to the field providing
the same type of measurements and analysis over a wide
energy range for both electrons and protons. However,
the difference in scales for the different channels and the
substantial difference in energy widths of the channels
makes inter-comparison between the channels difficult
other than relative locations of peaks and troughs and
differentials, which are the focus of the paper results.
Multiplying by the geometric mean of the channel energy
ranges and dividing by the channel energy width would
give a reasonable proxy for energy flux, which could be
put on the same scale and would allow direct comparison

of levels between the energy channels, which would add
to the contribution from the presentation of the data.

Reply: We agree with the reviewer that dividing the
particle flux by the channels’ energy range (resulting in
a so called “differential flux” given in 1/(m2 s srMeV ),
which we are using in the paper) and multiplying it with
the mean kinetic energy of a particle detected in those
channels would result in values that are closer together
than the differential flux itself. However, as acceleration
mechanisms are different, we do not see that “closer to-
gether” is equivalent to “more comparable”. Our inten-
tion for the inter-comparison is two-fold: First we are
interested in asymmetries in the main precipitation zone,
the auroral oval. Using the minimum flux in the auroral
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oval as reference allows us to easily identify and quantify
these asymmetries by color and in so far it sounds rea-
sonable for us. Second, the differential flux is needed
when transposing the particle precipitation into atmo-
spheric ionization. This is not part of this paper, but
since a later paper about atmospheric ionization will re-
fer to these asymmetries it might be a good idea to have
them in the correct format already.

We now added “All particle count rates have been con-
verted into differential flux by dividing the energy range
and a geometric factor has been applied as suggested in
Evans und Greer (2006).” to avoid any misinterpreta-
tion. Also the paragraph about satellite data has been
restructured.

2. Comment

The data would be a contribution (and could be im-
proved as indicated), but a good amount of additional is
required to other facets of the paper. In particular, there
are two major components that need to be significantly
improved. One is the need to put the data in appro-
priate context of previous work, empirical and physical
theories. The results also would need to be appropriately
put into context. The second is a loose use of language
in important ways that causes misrepresentation of the
data and focus of the paper.

In particular, the has been a substantial amount of
work done of the latitude and MLT distributions of elec-
tron (and proton) precipitation, particularly at auroral
latitudes and at the lower (TED equivalent) energies,
such as Cattell et al, 2006, Newell et al, 2009, and more
recently, Dombeck et al, 2018 and the references within
these. There is also a substantial number of papers on
the MLT and latitude dependence and relationship be-
tween Alfvén waves and electron precipitation, by the
likes of Keiling, Chaston and Hatch. Although these
later (Alfvén wave papers) only relate to one small energy
band and one part of the precipitation in the channel, so
comparison to the presented results would be indirect,
so perhaps could not be included in detail. However, the
Cattell, Newell and Dombeck papers all show latitude
versus MLT plots of precipitation that can and should
be compared to the data and results presented in this
paper.

Reply: A couple of comparisons especially with
Newell et al. (2009) have been included now. However,
the different treatment of energy channels in our paper
and in Newell et al. (2009), Dombeck et al. (2018) and
Cattell et al. (2006) papers makes a comparison diffi-
cult. We are looking at different channels (equivalent to
energies) while these authors are looking at number flux

and energy flux. Of course number flux and energy flux
can be interpreted as low energies and high energies, but
a direct one-to-one comparison is not possible. Addition-
aly, as the reviewer anncounces, it holds only for a very
small fraction of our energy spectrum.

3. Comment

To get precipitation (other than drift lose cone affects in
the SAA, which the authors are pointedly not trying to
investigate). acceleration and/or wave scattering into the
loss cone is necessary. These mechanisms have been dis-
cussed and investigated in the literature for decades, and
they are dramatically different for the different species
and energy channels discussed. All of this has direct rel-
evance to the presented data and the proper and useful
interpretation of the results from those data, and the
data and results should be discussed from firmly within
that context.

Reply: The following paragraph has been added:
“However, it is known that anisotropic distributions oc-
cur. While an unaccelerated source population is as-
sumed to be isotropic (as is a wave-scattered fraction
of that population in the loss cone) most acceleration
processes are connected with an anisotropic pitch angle
distribution. Dombeck et al. (2018) lists the most im-
portant ones as quasi-static-potential-structures, namely
an electric potential field, that may cause isotropic or
anisotropic distributions and Alfvén waves, that accel-
erate only particle energies that are in resonance with
magnetic field wave and causes highly anisotropic distri-
butions. Alfvén waves are responsible for electron precip-
itation during substorms (Newell et al., 2010). Accord-
ing to Newell et al. (2009) electrons are often accelerated
while ions are not.”

4. Comment

For the second major issue, the loose use of language,
the most egregious issue is the use of the loose use of the
word precipitation. In particular, the title and abstract
indicates that the paper is about precipitation, but even
in the best case this is only half of the presented results,
the highest latitude results. As the authors state, the
lower latitudes are primarily measuring trapped popula-
tions. Therefore the title does not properly describe the
paper. Even at the higher latitudes, what is being mea-
sured is the downgoing population (centered at various
pitch angles depending on latitude, population, and rel-
ative potion of the spacecraft to Earth’s magnetic pole).
While this is still mostly “downward”, downward does
not necessarily mean precipitating, as the authors point
out in relation to their discussion of the SAA. The au-
thors need to be clear what it is that the data presented
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are. The title and discussion should be adjusted accord-
ingly.

Reply: The reviewer is right that we focussed on
the precipitation particles at the cost of trapped ones, es-
pecially now with erasing the low latitudes section. Our
intention was to have the word “precipitation” in the title
as it is the main buzz-word for someone who is also do-
ing atmospheric ionization (as we do). Without the low
latitude section the title should be more accurate.
We also agree that the particle flux measured at high
latitudes is (without any assumptions) “downgoing” or
“downward”, while “precipitating” indicates that this flux
reaches the top of the atmosphere. In fact consider-
ing “downgoing” and “precipitating” as equal -what we
did, and which is probably the reviewer’s critical point- is
possible only when using the assumption of an isotropic
pitch angle distribution. If assuming such an isotropi-
cal pitch angle distribution the flux decline due to mir-
roring particles and the flux increase due to a focussing
flux tube balance each other (see e.g. Bornebusch et al.,
2010) and thus the measured downgoing flux is equal to
the precipitating flux. The paragraph now reads: “All fig-
ures in this paper are showing differential particle flux in
1/(MeV m2 s sr) as measured, thus we made no assump-
tion about a pitch angle distribution here. However, it
should be noted that even if the detector is looking upward
(and measuring downgoing particles in high latitudes) it
does not necessarily mean that all these particles are pre-
cipitating (reaching the atmosphere). Given that some
particles are mirroring above the atmosphere a fraction
of the downgoing flux is lost, thus the magnetic flux tube
is narrowing the particle flux increases again and only
in case that the pitch angle distribution is isotrotropic
the mirrored fraction is balanced by flux tube narrowing
(see e.g. Bornebusch et al., 2010). And only in case of
an isotropic pitch angle distribution it does not matter
for upscaling which angles of the downgoing pitch angle
distribution we are measuring: an isotropic pitch angle
distribution may easily be integrated over 2π to estimate
the total precipitating flux over all angles.
However, it is known that anisotropic distributions oc-
cur. And in that case an estimation of the total precip-
itating flux is not straight forward as first a pitch angle
distribution has to be assumed and second it has to be
determined which pitch angles the detector is currently
measuring. Since the only other detector orientation on
POES is measuring trapped particles (at high latitudes)
and since trapped particles do not get lost, there is no
reason to assume a smooth transition between these two
particle populations. Thus we do not have a “reference”
anisotropic pitch angle distribution that might be applied.
Applying an isotropic pitch angle (which is often done in
literature) will put the downgoing flux on a level with

precipitating flux. In case that the paper states “particle
precipitation” this isotropic pitch angle distribution has
been implicitly assumed. Yet, this has been made without
loss of generality since the shown differential flux in that
case is equal to the downgoing flux. Thus no transforma-
tion is needed.”
Additionaly we checked where the “particle precipitation”
can be replaced by the more neural word “particle flux”.

5. Comment

Additional loose uses of language include discussions of
“source” particles, and “qualitative” and “quantitative”
results.
In particular, there are really only two sources of parti-
cles that are being detected: the solar wind/sun, and the
ionosphere/Earth’s atmosphere. One could argue that
populations that are trapped in the ring current, plas-
masphere, radiation belts, plasmasheet, etc, are differ-
ent pools of particles that are ”sources” for the particles
measured in study. However, that argument has not been
made in the paper. The authors also appear to using the
word “source” to allude to both populations pool that
the measured particles came from/belong to, and for the
mechanisms that cause them to precipitate/be observed
in the data. This really needs to be clearly described in
the paper.

Reply: We tried to describe it more clearly now.

6. Comment

The authors also make a pointed distinction between
“quantitative” and “qualitative” results in the paper. In
nearly all cases, however, the results described in the pa-
per are qualitative descriptions of the quantitative pre-
sented data. The only except to this is the minimum to
maximum differences by MLT, which is purely quantita-
tive. Regardless, the use of “qualitative” and “quanti-
tative” as descriptors for the results is unnecessary and
as used highly confusing (and inaccurate). As such they
should likely just be removed.

Reply: This section has been completely restructured
with breaking up into subsections.

7. Comment

Several other things that should be addressed in the next
version of the paper, include the following: A figure
showing coverage by MLT and latitude would be very
helpful.

Reply: This has been added in the new version of
Figure 1 as well as in the according description, see also
Comment 7. from Reviewer 1.
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8. Comment

A thorough discussion of the minimum count levels of the
instruments, and how the noise associated with 1 count
levels, interpretation of zero counts, and differences be-
tween instruments and channels with regard to this are
addressed should be included.

Reply: The following information has been in-
cluded: “All shown values are spatial and temporal aver-
aged fluxes. In case that a detector measures zero counts
every time it crosses a specific position and at a certain
condition this also enters the figures with zero flux (see
e.g. Fig. 2, TED electron band 11, isolated substorm, -55
degrees modified APEX latitude at noon). Since the de-
tector counts are transferred into flux the MEPED chan-
nels do not recognize flux less than 1 count per integra-
tion interval (equivalent to 1 000 000 particles/(m2ssr),
divided by the channels energy range). For the TED de-
tector the tranformation is similar but instead of a fixed
number a calibration factor has to be applied for every
channel and satellite. The calibrations are given in e.g.
Evans und Greer (2004).”

9. Comment

The field of view of the detectors should be discussed as
well as the effects this has in interpretation of the results,
from both the perspective of mirroring particles as well
as potential anisotropic distributions.

Reply: We added this paragraph about field of view,
particle populations and potential anisotropic distribu-
tions.
“The MEPED detectors have a field of view of ±15 de-
grees, while the TED detector has the following specifi-
cations according to Evans und Greer (2006): The field
of view of the electron and proton 1000–20 000 eV de-
tector systems are 1.5◦ by 9◦, half angles. The field of
view of the 50–1000 eV electron detector system is 6.7◦

by 3.3◦, half angles. The field of view of the 50-1000 eV
proton detector system is 6.6◦ by 8.7◦, half angles. Open-
ing angles of the detector in combination with the po-
sition of the satellite determines which particle popula-
tions the detector is measuring. According to Rodger
et al. (2010: Fig. 1) the MEPED 0-degree detector in
latitudes discussed in Section 4(“High Latitudes”) mea-
sures particles in the bounce loss cone only. Given that
the point of view of the TED detector is almost identical
with the MEPED detector and the field of view is signifi-
cantly smaller, Figure 1 in Rodger et al. (2010) can also
be applied, keeping in mind that regions of overlapping
particle populations will decline. Thus we can borrow the
particle populations seen in the TED channels from the
MEPED results. In sum: at high latitudes both detectors
count precipitating particle flux while they detect mostly

trapped particles at low latitudes.
All figures in this paper are showing differential parti-
cle flux in 1/(MeV m2 s sr) thus we made no assump-
tion about a pitch angle distribution. However, if the
pitch angle distribution is isotropic the shown particle
flux may easily be integrated over 2π to estimate the to-
tal precipitating flux over all angles. But it is known that
anisotropic distributions occur. In that case an estima-
tion of the total precipitating flux is not straight forward
as first a pitch angle distribution has to be assumed and
second it has to be determined which pitch angles the de-
tector is currently measuring.”

10. Comment

The word “moves” is used to described the differences
between energy channel results. This is not the appro-
priate word, they are different populations, the features
are not “moving” in any sense.

Reply: Well, if a graph shows a strong increase it
is also possible to to describe it with “jumps up” even
though it does probably not describe a kangaroo. We tried
to avoid “move” and replaced it by “is shifted to”, “is
displaced to” or “is located at”.

11. Comment

The “precipitation zone” is not at lower latitude with
higher energy in general as indicated in the paper. The
peak latitude appears identical for TED 8, 11, and 14,
for example. The peak “precipitation zone” latitude is
related to where particles of these energies reside (radi-
ation belts, etc.) and/or where the acceleration mecha-
nisms that cause those energies occur. This will be clar-
ified once the word is put into appropriate context. It is
unclear that there is a physical meaning to the particle
energy to latitude of peak flux, so perhaps this relation
should be omitted. If it is included, it should be demon-
strated with a statistical plot of energy versus peak flux
latitude, or some such, from the data.

Reply: See answer to comment 6. from Reviewer 1.

12. Comment

The plume has no relevance to the discussion of the 9-10
MLT hotspot, and should not be included in that dis-
cussion. This hotspot has been observed before in the
Cattell, Newell and Dombeck et al, papers, for example,
as well as tangentially addressed in Frey, and should be
discussed within the context.

Reply: The section about low latitudes has been
erased.
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Typo

Other details that should be addressed include: Page 1,
Line 8: The sentence ending with “how” should be re-
worded.

Reply: This sentence as well as approximately every
other sentence in abstract, Section 4 and the summary
has been reworded.

Typo

Page 1, Line 13: “main link” should be replaces with
something like “a primary link”. Solar UV input has
much more affect on atmospheric chemistry than parti-
cle precipitation, and even affects the precipitation.

Reply: Replaced by “a primary link” as suggested by
the reviewer.

However we do not agree that UV (generally) has
much more affect on atmospheric chemistry than par-
ticle precipitation (or why UV radiation should affect the
particle precipitation as sugessted by the reviewer).

A nice indication of the impact of particle precipita-
tion in comparison to UV radiation is shown in Wissing
et al. (2011: Fig. 6). Here the authors present a com-
parision of the model chain AIMOS (a model for particle
precipitation induced atmospheric ionization) and HAM-
MONIA (a GCM) with the EISCAT incoherent scatter
radar. Electron density during night and day, with and
without particle precipitation is calculated and compared
to radar measurements. The punch line is that even at
day-time the UV component just contributes one fifth of
the total electon density (at e.g. 110km altitude). Thus
particle precipitation is a (or even the) main driver of
atmosperic ion chemistry. Of course this comparison
covers the auroral region only, but nobody expects parti-
cle precipitation to be a dominant driver of atmospheric

chemistry where no particles are precipitating. It would
be the same as telling that UV radiation is not dominant
during night.

Typo

Page 1, Line 16: The statement the auroral particle pre-
cipitation *is due to* . . . does not make physical sense.
This sentence needs to be reworded.

Reply: The sentence now reads: Auroral particle
precipitation causes production of HOy and NOx and
thus is a significant player in mesospheric and strato-
spheric chemistry, especially as these chemicals catalyti-
cally impact the ozone cycle (Callis et al., 1996b, a) and
subsequently change the radiation budget and affect dy-
namics.

Typo

Page 2, Line 22: “over” a wide energy range, rather than
”on” a wide energy range.

Reply: Corrected.

Typo

Page 6, Line 25: “Of course”, rather than “Of cause”.
Although that is somewhat colloquial, and isn’t really
required in the sentence.

Reply: Agreed. The sentence now simply starts with
“The SAA . . . ”.

Typo

Page 8, Line 19: “A potential explanation”, rather than
“An explanation”.

Reply: Added a few percent of uncertainty with the
word “potential”.
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